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We took a trip up to Yellowstone Park the day that
they closed the park. In fact, we could not get home
through the South gate because of snow and an
accident on the road to West Thumb. We had driven
from Cody, Wy that morning and had to drive all the
way back up to the East gate at Cody to get back into
Wyoming to come home. Dorian got some of the
most beautiful pictures of the winter mood settling on
the park. We had lunch at Old Faithful Lodge and
watched about three inches of snow fall in the hour
that we took to eat lunch.
Our first picture was taken at Jackson Lake in
Yellowstone about four o’clock in the afternoon of
October 6. The mist on the water and the dash of fall
color tell a remarkable story. The second picture
Dorian created with two flying pigs that we bought
when we went to Billings for my check up, which, by
the way, was excellent. The third picture another
aspect of Yellowstone dressed in her fall finery.
As you receive this newsletter I am on the road. We
are holding our Georgia intensive on the 5-6 of
November. All are invited to join us.
Click here for the flyer for GA.
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/images/Beauty and
the Beast.jpg

If you live in the Asheville area of North Carolina we
will be doing an 11-11-11 event at Crystal Visions in
Naples, N.C. on Friday November 11, 7p.m.-11p.m.
Call Linda Lube for reservations or private
appointments with me while I am there.
Click here for the flyer for NC.
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/images/Personal
Portals.jpg
We had the most beautiful autumn in Lander this year
that we have had since I have lived here. Everything
was lit up with the flaming colors of fall. We had our
first frost in mid-September and then the weather got
very warm and the combination of temperatures
seemed to be just right for an awesome autumn.
I am continuing to heal in such a way that I am just
amazed. I feel better all of the time. It is almost as
though I am regaining strength and a youthful
joyousness that had been missing. I would desire that
everyone would be able to experience life with this
zest. All of the wonderful healing energies and
blessings that I have received are gratefully integrated.
Rainbow Center News
The November group will be on the 27th and the topic
is “The Grace of Gratitude”. It will be at 2 p.m. at the
Rainbow Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/2011groups.html
St. Germain brings the Eleventh of our “Personal
Magik” series “Sacred Alchemy”. The Personal Magik
series is a progressive teaching of how to integrate the
Magik (power of the Divine) into our daily lives. This
blending brings an awareness of what exists in the
unseen realms that has always been there to help us.
Both CD’s and DVD’s of the first six parts of the
series are available. If you purchase the set of six
“Know Thyself” CD’s or DVD’s you will get the sixth
one free.
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To order CD’s or DVD’s
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/evenings.html
Our next intensive, “Beauty and the Beast: Love
Transforming EGO” will be November 5-6 in
Newborn, Ga at the Crystal Organic Farm. Molly will
be available for private readings from October 29November 9. Call Helen Dumba, 770 784-1060 for
registration and appointments.

ASTROLOGY
FULL MOON
This Full Moon in Taurus falls on November 10, the
eve of 11-11-11 which is a date of great numerological
import. This coincides with Ceres, Neptune and
Chiron ending their yearly retrogrades. Humanity is at
a crossroads—a quantum splitting of worlds. One
world is where we awaken to our divinity and the other
is where we remain in duality. What is your choice?
Do we choose to return to unity or continue to
operate in the illusion of separation? The veil thins as
this Full Moon reveals where we are and where we will
go in the future.
Taurus shows us what really matters as far as our use
of energy is concerned. Where will we invest our time,
money and personal power? Scorpio’s intensity
teaches us to feel everything and realize that nothing
stays the same. As relationships are of primary
importance now, our relationship with the planet is
balanced by the earth essence of Taurus. This can put
us in touch with our personal value and how we
support ourselves on all levels. Scorpio’s water
element takes us into the alchemical aspects of

relationship, bringing us awareness of the power of our
emotions, fear and unconscious. We are directed to
align our feelings with our actions. The Full Moon
puts light on the dark side of the sign it is in and calls
us to balance both light and dark rather than hide
from the revelation of our inmost secrets. Taurus can
be materialistic and resistant to change, while Scorpio
can be obsessive, manipulative and unable to trust.
Each sign in the zodiac brings a vital stage in an
archetypal cycle of development. In numerology each
number represents a fundamental frequency of
development. The double digit numbers 11, 22, 33,
44 are called Master numbers and they draw in the
essence of dimensions beyond the physical plane. The
number 11/11/11 brings us a spiritual initiation and
gateway into the realms of human relationship with the
Divine Self. 1 equates with the sign of Aries. 11
represents its higher octave, our relationship with the
Christ consciousness. The 11/11/11 holds the way
open for profound transformation through meditation
and group prayer that can bring about mass
awakening.
Three celestial bodies finish their annual retrograde
phases around this Full Moon. Ceres, while in
retrograde has directed us to listen within and in this
deepening of our inner connection to find greater
compassion and nurturing for ourselves and others.
Ceres turns direct on November 6 after almost four
and a half months of retrograde. On November 9,
Neptune begins its forward motion at 28 degrees of
Aquarius. On November 10 Chiron turns direct at
0.38 degrees Pisces. The direct motion of these forces
brings the message to unite and collaborate on a larger
scale than ever before. We will see more and more
pressure on opposing groups, ideas and opinions to
find a way to align in harmony. The planets do not ask
us to give up our power, but to direct in such a way
that the highest good of all is obtained rather the
greater good for a few.
Pluto in Capricorn continues to square Uranus in
Aries, intensifying a push for liberty, justice and
reform. Mars, the lower octave of Pluto adds its energy
to the mix as it makes, first a quincunx to Uranus on
November 12 and then a trine to Pluto on November
23. This brings greater optimism, inventiveness and a
willingness to resolve long-standing issues in a credible
way.
The planets are providing the impetus for profound
up spiral in these times. We can use the Cosmic
tailwind to make quantum leaps forward. “Change is
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inevitable. Growth is no longer an option.” St.
Germain
NEW MOON
On November 24-25, Thanksgiving Day, this New
Moon Eclipse brings extra potent energy. We are
preparing to move into a new phase as we end a major
life lesson and graduate to the next level. This eclipse
brings an upgrade in consciousness. St. Germain has
spoken often about the “older models’—those over
40—requiring more time for rewiring as we shift
frequencies. Eclipses bring us a bigger hard drive and
more memory if we are receptive. During a solar
eclipse, the Moon interrupts the current flow of
cosmic radiation on Earth. This reconfigures the
templates of reality and ushers in downloads of new
codes and programs. This is the sixth and final
SuperMoon of 2011, which further alters the
magnetosphere of the planet. We are experiencing
personal shifts to our electromagnetic fields and
awareness. Old programs associated with the past are
disappearing and new matrices are revealed as
Creation expands. There are those who may feel as
though they were not consulted about these megachanges. Remember that we have been involved in
designing these shifts for eons of time.
The Sun, Moon, North Node, Mercury and Venus all
are gathered in the sign of Sagittarius. The Archer
aims toward the sky and these planets direct the arch
of the arrow of information to our loftiest goals. The
constellation of Sagittarius points toward the center of
the Milky Way galaxy. This ninth sign of the zodiac
influences the expansion of our consciousness and
offers clarity about our place in the cosmos. Where
did we come from? Why are we here and where are
we going? The centaur is half man and half horse, part
mortal and part divine—symbolizing the inseparability
of humanity and Nature, heaven and earth. We can
no longer continue to pretend that we are “mere”
humans. We are pushed by the forces of spirit to
acknowledge our divinity within the human form.
Chiron, also depicted as a centaur, is at 1 degree of
Pisces, squaring Sun and Moon, as does Mars at 7
degrees Virgo. This mutable T-square suggests that we
be less competitive and more compassionate with a
focus on the Big Picture rather just what is at the tip of
our nose.

Love and opens the way to greater access as she
transits close to the galactic center the day before the
New Moon. The Milky Way is a super-massive Black
Hole called Sagittarius A. We are constantly receiving
transmissions of infrared, X-ray, gamma, radio and
microwave frequencies form this source. Venus
aligning with the GC directs these energies with laser
precision to assist us in more powerful healing and
heart opening at this time when we are asked to
consider what we are thankful for. Perhaps this will
assist us to carry the attitude of gratitude into the
future we are meeting.
Mercury turns retrograde at 20 degrees Sagittarius just
hours before this New Moon. We are being asked to
expand our understanding of Reality. This retrograde
doubles the time that Mercury, the Winged
Messenger, spends in the sign of higher mind. We are
required to think differently. The retrograde of
Mercury ends on December 13 and the cycle is
completed when Mercury returns to 20 degrees of
Sagittarius on December 31. Our reasons for living
and the way that we achieve those ends may begin to
look very different by the end of the year.
We are being reminded that this is not the end of the
World, but an awakening to ourselves and how we will
create the future NOW.
CRYSTAL CORNER
November is upon us and the cold weather can’t be
far behind. I’m rather looking forward to some down
time to play with the crystals, freshen up displays in
the center and complete the new website. Yes, it really
is happening this time! Be sure to check it out at
www.eternal-ice.com.
Happy Birthday to all of you born in the sign of
Scorpio. This is such an interesting sign and being
ruled by Pluto adds great intensity. Malachite is one of

Thanksgiving Day in the United States is a time of
expressing our gratitude for all of our blessings.
Gratitude opens the heart. Venus, Goddess of Love
and Beauty, expands our awareness of unconditional
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your birthstones and is ideal because its intensity
matches that of those born at this time. Bringing about
transformation on all levels, Malachite is especially
effective in its ability to absorb mental and physical
pain, negative energy and pollutants. The patterns of
this stone release the mind and stimulate visions.
Mercilessly, it brings to light anything that is blocking
your spiritual path and assists you to access insights
from both your subconscious mind and higher
consciousness and to share these with others. (Just a
reminder—cleanse this stone frequently as it absorbs so
much negative energy it could break if not reenergized.)

Your ability to see below the surface makes you a
natural healer. All the healing crystals are excellent
tools for you but Charoite is especially useful with its
ability to enhance perceptive analysis and to ground
the self into everyday reality. It assists you to bring
about deep karmic and emotional healing both at a
personal and collective level. It reduces the illusion
and draws in the understanding of the magik of the
universe.
For more information on the stones and their healing
qualities, please contact me at any time. Happy
journeys!
Linda Thomas
Eternal Ice Enterprises
894 Lane 11 ½
Powell, WY 82435
(800) 757-8478 or (307) 754-4396
www.eternal-ice.com

Turquoise is another of your birthstones. This will
balance the intensity of Malachite, bringing inner calm.
It has a soft but high energy that enhances your
intuition and provides protection while you explore
spiritual and darker realms. It provides solace for the
soul and enhances physical wellbeing. In a crystal firstaid kit, this stone would be the first one used as it goes
to the greatest depths of healing for one who is
experiencing trauma. It stabilizes energies and helps
one to understand why things have been created.
(When purchasing Turquoise, make it a priority to get
stones that are natural and not color-enhanced or
stabilized as this would provide the greatest and
clearest energy.)
Your emotions run deep—not that you show it on the
surface—and Malachite assists you to understand and
release experiences that cause you dis-ease or distress.
Your emotions can be highly toxic as you have a
tendency to hold on to resentment. The golden Topaz
helps you to forgive and let go, while Rhodochrosite
teaches your heart how to assimilate painful feelings
without shutting down and assists in releasing
suppressed emotions. This is beneficial in all areas of
life where you are in denial. Snowflake Obsidian
forces you to recognize ingrained patterns of behavior,
teaching the value of mistakes as well as successes. All
Obsidian will strip away illusions. The black Obsidian
is harsher but all work equally well, including the
Apache Tear.

Chinese numerology and Feng Shui for 2011
This year we are going to experience four unusual
dates:
1/1/11,1/11/11, 11/1/11, 11/11/11, and that's not all;
Take the last two digits of the year you were born and
the age you will be this year and the result will add up
to 111 for everyone!!!! This is the year of MONEY.
Also, this year, October will have 5 Sundays,
5 Mondays and 5 Saturdays. This happens only once
every 823 years.
These particular years are known as Moneybag years.
The proverb goes that if you send this to eight good
friends, money will appear in the next four days, as is
explained in the Chinese feng shui. Those who don't
continue the chain won't receive. It's a mystery, but it's
worth a try. Good luck to you. This only happens
once in 800 years
TAROT TALK
Last month I gave you a reading and told you that I
would discuss it this month. The layout was a Celtic
Cross and you may look at last months newsletter for
the exact cards and layout or click here to view the
layout. www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/tarotreading.jpg
Here is what I saw in the reading. Out of ten cards
there were four Worlds which tells me that the
questioner was thinking more about physical or
financial affairs when asking the question “Where will
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I go next?” The second suit was Crystals bringing a lot
of mental energy into the situation—potential creativity
or too much thinking and not enough feeling.
Conditions that are passing away (4 of Worlds) refer to
old ways of functioning in the World—belief systems
that are passé, places where the questioner could be
stuck in “How it is” when that is not “How it is” at all
any more. The incoming influences (Sage of Worlds
or Knight of Pentacles) bring wise (sage) advice and
opportunities for new prospects in the job market or
for some type of entrepreneurship. The Now card (10
of Worlds) speaks of assistance from both worldly and
spiritual sources. The ten of Pentacles has been called
“old family money” and addressed an inheritance of
some sort. The Voyager deck that I use suggests that
the inheritance may be gifts or talents yet
undeveloped, as well as potential financial blessings.
The crossing card (5 of Crystals or Swords) represents
old ideas that must change in order for the quarant to
move forward. Fives always indicate a necessity to go
in a new direction as the old way is blocked in some
way. The five of crystals suggest ingrained doubt about
the good that life can bring, even though the 10 of
Worlds promises generosity and gifts.
The Past card (2 of Crystals or Swords) speaks of
choices that must be made before the situation can
move or unfold. This may be a point where there is a
fear to look at things differently because of past
experience, family history or lineage issues that have
encouraged limitation.
The future card (3 of Cups) speaks of Love and here
the influences are multiple. This could be a Love
relationship that could lead to marriage or
commitment that will take the life in a new direction
or it could be that the fear of success causes the
quarant to use the potential partner’s feelings as an
excuse to expand in business or career. The positive
side of Love can open the heart to self potential in
business as well as a wonderful loving relationship.
The Column has (8 of Worlds or Pentacles) as the
foundation card. This again refers to the necessity to
change present ideas or concepts in order to move
forward.
The Man of Crystals or (King of Swords) is in the
place of negative influences and could possibly
indicate a potential partner or boss who may be a very
strict or stern personality. It could also represent the
questioners own worry or doubt.

The 4 of Cups is in the position of positive influences
and indicates a release of old anger, fear or frustration
in order to make this shift. There may be a lot of talk
about change, but the mind seems to go around in
circles when it comes to progress.
The outcome card is (the eight of Major Arcana)
which in the Voyager deck is Balance and in the Rider
deck it is Strength. Finding the Strength to change and
creating an inner sense of stability is an imperative for
this client to make the changes that are being
considered. There is resistance at every turn to even
daring to step out into the unknown. The ten of
Worlds and the 3 of Cups are strong helping cards,
but the fear of success and expansion that is indicated
will hamper big shifts for the moment. Nothing is
impossible, but just wanting change does not allow it to
occur.
**************************
For those of you who have not worked with the Tarot
that much here is a brief explanation of the suits of
cards and what they mean.
Wands represent the
element of Fire. They are
associated with Spirit and
the essence of change.
Wands bring attention to
shifts away from the limits
of physicality and mind
alone and bring in more of
the connection to your
Masterful Self. Wands call
you to look to the high side
of the situation you are
concerned with.
Crystals or Swords are
connected to the mental
realms and association
with Air element. In the
older decks the Swords
represented all of the
conflicts of life. When
Swords show up there is
potential strife. In the
Voyager deck, the Air
element is represented by
Crystals and brings clear
vision to see you way
beyond the battles of life. The Crystals open your eyes
to new perspectives and assist you to make wise
choices.
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The Earth element is indicated
by Worlds in the Voyager
deck and Pentacles or Disks in
other decks. The Voyager
deck is very expansive and
works with our developing
Mastery. The Worlds show us
that there is so much more to
life than just money and the
making of it. In fact when the
focus shifts away from finances
often the money begins to flow in because the stress is
gone and the way is open. When there is a
predominance of Pentacles in your reading the
emphasis is on money in some form.
Cups are Cups in all
decks and hold the
element of Water.
Emotions are our
reactive, EGO self.
Feelings are the higher
octave of emotions.
When the Cups turn up,
you will get to deal with a
situation that tests your
ability to stay centered.
Even if things feel good
there is the requirement
to remain steady so that you don’t run away from your
good. Cups tell you that your emotions will play a big
part in the affairs coming up. You come be asked to
let go of an old situation that no longer serves you or
you might find that you are waiting on an outcome and
must be still in order to let things clarify.
I stopped reading the cards in reversed position years
ago. I simply allow the card to tell me what it wants to
say. There is really nothing that is bad or terrible, but
the world of drama has conditioned us to look for the
worst possible outcomes. I find that when I am willing
to see I can see beyond the limits of Illusion to the
enlightened potential. Even the Death card pertains to
dynamic shift rather than just physical demise.
Next month I will give you another layout, one that I
use myself all of the time. We will talk about the
Horoscope layout. Have a wonderful, grateful
Thanksgiving.

ST. GERMAIN’S MESSAGE
Beloved Masters, you are waking up to the very
essence of your being and it is
not at all what you thought it
would be. The energy is
softening and changing so that
the very fabric of life is
different. Many of you are
feeling concern about the state
of your mental health because
you have directed the affairs
of your life under strict mental
control. Now there is a
necessity to release the rigid thought processes and
relax your grip on the Illusion. It is becoming more
and more like attempting to hold onto air. Your mind
is beautiful and it is completely necessary to your
ongoing. However, the mind is being required to
stretch and adapt to new concepts that are strange and
unique to what you have known in the past. RELAX is
a word that has been associated with something that
you try to get or be. The mind suggests that relaxation
is something that exists somewhere else besides where
you are. You have to “get away” to relax. Taking a
vacation from daily affairs, has been considered the
prescription for getting some rest in the Illusion. Have
you, Beloved Masters, ever considered just how tiring
all of the planning and preparation for “Getting away”
is? It temporarily distracts the mind from the daily
grid, but it does not rest body, mind or emotions long
term. Drugs, alcohol, partying—anything that takes
your mind away could seem like a rest, yet the mind
struggles to regain its balance and get “back into the
daily affairs” again and again. The body is requiring
more rest than ever, but until there is “core level”
relaxation the emotional tension continues to build
and most people are still attempting to pretend that
emotions do not exist. There is a mental image of the
EGO standing before you in each situation, hands on
hips, saying, “All right, how would you DO this any
better?” The same mind that is asking the question
will then attempt to answer it. Einstein said, “A
problem cannot be solved in the same place that it
started”. So the mental frame in which the chaos is
created will not produce a peaceful outcome.
Feel into your center and examine what is going on
energetically in your diaphragm. How is your
breathing? How is your anger level, your stress level?
Are the plans that you are making working for you or
do you find that there seems to be an obstacle at every
turn? Why don’t things work like they used to? Did
they really work that much better before or does hindsight just blur the edges so the past seems better?
Dearly Beloved Masters, you are in a new place with
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your life and yourself. The old solutions do not apply
to today’s challenges. A mechanic that worked on cars
in the 1970’s must completely relearn how to repair
today’s modern, computerized vehicles. Your own
personal computer (mind) has changed its technology
and the thinking processes have to adapt in order to
function NOW. Your “wiring” is different. Your
chakras, nervous system, internal organs, mind,
emotions and physical body are all responding to the
shifts in very subtle ways, but nothing is as it was.
Trying to pretend that nothing has changed is creating
conflict in every stratum of society. The “Old Order”
said that if you just lay low everything will go back to
normal. The very core of the Earth and essence of the
Universe has shifted. There is no normal to go back
to. The status quo keeps changing every day. You may
notice that the stock market is on a roller coaster ride
of daily changes as the folk who buy and sell to make
the trends are less and less sure of just what is
happening. Their loss of equilibrium is causing
insanity in the money market. Today the economy is
improving, but tomorrow it will be worse than ever.
Who is doing all of this and “how do we stop them?”
You are the THEY that is causing the drama—by your
opinions, judgments and fears. Every idea that you
have creates!! The emotions that accompany your
thoughts are intense energy charges that inspire action.
Drop a pebble in water and it affects all of the water,
not just where you dropped the pebble. Barely touch
the edge of a trampoline and the effect shakes the
whole powerful, tightly stretched fabric.
As you begin to accept the powerful creator that you
are, you begin to be aware of just how much you
influence the whole—the whole World, the group
consciousness. Every thought and idea charged with
emotion—whether it is joy or anger—affects the
collective consciousness. You are amazing!! You are
not a victim, but if you say that you are, then you will
design a life of limit and lack and missed opportunities
in order to be “right”. What would it take to be rich?
What would you lose if you were wealthy? WHO
WOULD YOU BE? Who are you now? Don’t
THINK about it—FEEL IT. WHO ARE YOU? In
the deepest, most internal spaces of your own
essence—who are you? Your physical life has been
erected as a distraction to yourself. You have been
taught to believe that everything outside of you is what
matters and that YOU are insignificant. YOU ARE
THE ONE THAT CREATES EVERYTHING
OUTSIDE OF YOU. You are prime creator of your
own world. Like it or not you are the most powerful
person you know, because you have your fate, your
destiny and your beingness in your hands—
energetically speaking.

The emergence of the New Earth is in your psyche.
Would you hold an intension of a World in disaster
or would you have the courage to give the World a gift
of New Thought called unconditional Love? Can you
give this to yourself? You absolutely cannot give
someone else something that you do not have or do
not understand. Experience is the greatest teacher.
You can tell someone about your experience but until
they are willing to live it for themselves they cannot
fully grasp what you are talking about. Each Master
will have a different experience because each one is
totally unique. Arguing over who had the “right”
experience is an exercise in futility. Enjoy the variety
and in the offering of diversity you may find tools or
materials for your next great creation. Rather than
copying someone else, experiment with finding the
greater you that exists within.
The chaos in the World today is “living proof” of how
people create. The opinions, judgments and
disagreements have escalated as the Old Order is
passing. The fear of facing something new and
unknown has brought up the entire gamut of lineage
issues of the world. It does not matter where you live,
what stratum of society you live in or how much
money you make—everyone is meeting their Pandora’s
Box of limitations.
The insanity is of attempting to continue to push for
more and more money when the illusion has put a cap
on the currency flow as it has functioned up to now.
Revelation is drawing the veil aside so that the
deviousness of greed is evidencing itself everywhere.
There are many who are beginning to sense the fact
that when you are willing to be all right in this
moment—NOW-- everything begins to work. Each
situation can be a happy, peaceful event if there is the
willingness to allow things to work. You do not have to
know how it will work only to be open to the fact that
everything will be fine. This, Beloved Masters, is not
some “airy-fairy” way of looking at life, but the natural
order of “business as usual” for a practicing Master.
You have mastered limitation. The same power that
will bankrupt you will enrich you. Pay attention to
what your EGO is telling you. When you make the
changes that are required to live well in the new
energy, the EGO will be relentless in attempting to
show you where and how the changes won’t work.
That is the foundation of the chaos that is racking the
World at this time.
You are required to be aware of how your EGO is
trying to stop you from progressing along the Master’s
Way. You cannot just say “everything is be fine” when
you feel scared to death. It requires that you study
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yourself and steady your self and your energy. Begin to
recognize how the EGO presents itself in its many
disguises. You cannot lie to yourself. You are required
to discover the truth that a Master lives by within you
and then implement that wisdom in the affairs—daily,
mundane, ordinary affairs of your life. Forgive
separating your Mastery from your life. You haven’t
lived until you embrace your Mastery.
The “end of the Mayan calendar” marks the beginning
of opportunities for greater living. Business on the
planet must operate in a vastly different way.
Manipulation and control are devises of the Illusion
that simply will pass away in the changing energy of the
elevated consciousness. A Master in awareness of the
Truth of self would find control a useless tool. Greed
functions from the belief that there is not enough. A
Master is connected to the unlimited supply of the
Universe provided in Love.
We speak to you of the experiences that we live in.
We have experienced physicality so the EGO cannot
really use the argument that we have no idea what you
are going through. We have not had your exact
experiences; however, there is an amazing similarity
among all experience, varied though it is. The desire
of the Masters that we are, to assist the Masters that
you are, is powerfully motivated by the passion of our
living in Love and the wish to share that unending flow
with everyone on Earth. We are with you in your
growth and in your apparent “failures”. There are no
failures, only misinterpreted changes. Be patient with
yourselves in this time when you are living between the
lines.
Each day brings Revelation! The spotlight of
emergence is everywhere. Being enlightened is
recognizing how you are creating each event in your
life. Your thoughts are often unspoken words. If there
is a lot of emotion involved and you go over and over
an idea it begins to take form, even if you are afraid to
say it out loud, even if it is something that you think
you would not really do. The power is in the passion.
Worry is a form of passion. It is not for the highest
good of anyone, but it carries a lot of creative punch.
You CANNOT CONTROL YOUR EMOTIONS
WITH YOUR MIND, so saying that you “didn’t
mean what you said or thought” is a lie that you are
telling yourself and that can be painful. Beloved
Masters, acknowledging the truth of yourself, what
ever it is, assists you to make important and loving
changes in the direction of your journey. Honesty is
not brutal. The EGO has attempted to convince you
that self knowledge is too difficult to face, but when
you are courageous and willing to know who you are

fully, you find an amazing, blazing light of divine good
within. This light has always been there, but it has
been hidden by the shadows of Illusion. This is the
Ascension! This is the second coming of Christedness!
This will not be brought to you from outside. No one
can give this to you, but you. If you accept the
challenge of self discovery, you become your own
teacher, Guru, leader because the wisdom has always
been there. You just turned your back on it to play this
game. Now the Homecoming is where you are—
physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. It is
not about getting ahead—ahead of what or who? This
is all about you. There is no measure of your divine
potential against another creative Master. Each one is
unique. What another person is doing is their own
design. It may look terrible or wonderful, but it is what
they chose. What do you choose? How would you
have the World be? Are you focused on your World
and your own design for greatness or are you
measuring against others and finding that you or they
are falling short? Breaking the addiction to “Yes, but
they……..” is bigger than anyone can imagine. It isn’t
either they must change or I cannot stand it. It is “I
AM powerful for myself”, “I AM willing to change my
life” and most of all “I AM willing to Love myself so
well that I can Love them (who ever they are).
We seek to empower each Master to awaken to their
own divine potential. Our intensions are greater than
you can imagine. We cannot change you, but we lend
our essence to your desires. In the greatest of Love I
remain your most humble servant. I AM the Lord St.
Germain
ADS
Nancy Sehnert is a Healing Touch Certified
Practitioner offering sessions in Riverton and Lander.
Healing Touch is a light touch or near body energy
therapy in which practitioners consciously use their
hands in a heart-centered and intentional way. Nancy
has learned to gently manipulate the naturally
occurring human energy field to enhance wellness
through body/mind/ spirit connections. Call her with
questions or to schedule a session 307-850-6208 or
visit her web site
energyflowtherapies@wyoming.com
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Kathleen Edwards is a Reiki Practitioner and Teacher
who brings loving essence to her healing. Kathleen is
located in Lander. You may reach Kathleen for a
Reiki healing session or Reiki attunement at 772 5324210.

Nancy Wadda is an acupuncturist with over three
years of training. She is trained in the FIVE
SEASONS technique and has an amazing intuition in
her work. She is located in the Rainbow Center, 177
N. 4th St. in Lander. You can reach her for
appointments at 205 566-1424.
Maia Rose does sacral cranial work and massage, as
well as other therapies. She is located in the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. For appointments
call 307 345-3262.
Delphinia Bey is a massage therapist, reiki master and
healer, who practices deep tissue massage, hot rocks
and other modalities. She located at 150 S. 2nd in
Lander. For appointments call 307 349-2120.
OF POETRY AND PROSE by Nanna Hansen
This is a special and very personal website that shares
the dreams and visions of Nanna L. Hansen from
past, present and future. Nanna’s Visions come from
many timelines.
The writing is often in old style and yet it addresses
modern subject matter.
Her website: http://www.ofpoetryandprose.ca
Keys to Remembering
Donna Ing has her card deck
and book through her website.
She and St. Germain spent
almost ten years developing this
amazing tool to assist us in the
remembering process. Watch
for a video on YouTube about
the book and deck soon.

ART BY ISA

Isa Kirk has been an artist all
her life and offers personal
"Painted Portraits & Visions in
Pastel", some LE prints and
unique, inspirational greeting
cards featuring her paintings
and photos.
www.paintingsbyisa.com
She also offers personal
readings for people and their animals, as well as Black
Hills Flower Essences. Visit her art gallery at her home
at Plenty Star Ranch, Black Hills, SD For directions
and appointments call 605-673-3012 Love to
connect with your on facebook
Plenty Star Ranch - Horse Boarding in the Black Hills
www.plentystarranch.com
"Painted Portraits & Visions" www.paintingsbyisa.com
Ranch Blog: www.plentystarranch.com/wordpress
Annalaiya is an iridologist and flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a
background in chiropractic medicine. She can
assist in physical, emotional and spiritual healing
through the music table, color box, nutritional
counseling and many other offerings. Wholistic
Options, 214 Main in Lander is open by appointment.
Call 307 332-9882 or 307 438-0927 for appointments
and information.
Shaylinn Kaiser dba
Subtle Impressions offers Craniosacral Therapy
blended with Reiki, Kinergetics and Energetic
Rewiring. She is located at the Rainbow Center
for the Humanities, 177 N. 4th, Lander. For
appointments or information, please call 307 3324471 or
307 349-9837. Gift certificates are available.
Kimberly Rae Hansen
Digital Artistry
Kim does computer generated fractal art. We
have one of Kim’s pictures and it is most amazing.
Do check out her website!
www.kimberlyraehansen.com

Donna’s new book is now
available through Amazon.com.
http://www.RememberingInsights.com
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Delores DeVore owns Sound-Works, healing
with voice and tuning forks. www.sound-works.biz
www.ddswebdesign.com
or call Delores DeVore 678 634-1249
“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
vog@wbaccess.net or 307-335-8113.
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